BAREFOOT DREAMS IS ROOTED IN LOVE, COMPASSION AND FAMILY.

A BELOVED, MALIBU-BASED BRAND, BAREFOOT DREAMS HAS BECOME THE PREMIER DESTINATION FOR COZY BLANKETS, LOUNGEWEAR AND APPAREL FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY OVER THE LAST 25 YEARS. OUR COLLECTION RANGES FROM ULTRA-SOFT BLANKETS AND THROWS, PILLOWS, ROBES, LOUNGEWEAR, APPAREL, CANDLES, AND ACCESSORIES, AS WELL AS LICENSED DISNEY PRODUCTS; FOR ADULTS TO BABIES TO EVEN PETS. BAREFOOT DREAMS CAN BE FOUND AT 5-STAR RESORTS AND SPAS, MAJOR DEPARTMENT STORES, AND UPScale BOUTIQUES AROUND THE WORLD.

NAMED ONE OF OPRAH’S FAVORITE THINGS, COVETED BY CELEBRITIES AND CONTINUALLY RECOGNIZED IN THE MEDIA, BAREFOOT DREAMS HAS BECOME THE GO-TO BRAND FOR CHIC COMFORT. GIVING BACK IS IN THE BAREFOOT DREAMS DNA, DONATING THEIR TIME, PRODUCT, AND RESOURCES TO COUNTLESS ORGANIZATIONS AND HOSPITALS DURING TIMES OF NEED INCLUDING THE WUNDER PROJECT, BABY2BABY, NORTHWELL HEALTH, VALLEY PRESBYTERIAN HOSPITAL, OLIVE VIEW AT UCLA MEDICAL CENTER AND LAC+USC MEDICAL CENTER.

IN THE SUMMER OF 2020, BAREFOOT DREAMS OPENED THEIR FIRST BRICK-AND-MORTAR FLAGSHIP STORE IN MALIBU, CA. INSPIRED BY THE WARMTH AND CASUAL ELEGANCE OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITY WHO HAS SUPPORTED THEM, BAREFOOT DREAMS HAS CREATED A WARM AND WELCOMING DESTINATION THAT IS ROOTED IN NATURE FOR LOCALS AND VISITORS ALIKE.

FOUNDED IN 1994, ANNETTE COOK CREATED A LINE OF CHILDREN’S PRODUCTS IN AN ARRAY OF CALMING COLORS THAT SOOTHED THE SENSES, GATHERING INSPIRATION FROM HER THREE SONS, GRAYSON, CHASE AND PRESTON. SHE USED THE SOFTEST FLANNELS, SATINS, AND KNITS AS THE FOUNDATION OF THE BRAND. IN 2012, ANNETTE LOST HER COURAGEOUS BATTLE WITH CANCER. DETERMINED TO CONTINUE HER LEGACY, HER HUSBAND, STAN, BUILT BAREFOOT DREAMS INTO THE BRAND IT IS TODAY.

LAUGH. CUDDLE. PLAY. THAT’S THE WORLD OF BAREFOOT DREAMS.
**COZYCHIC LUXE**

Our "Oh So Soft" original and iconic Cozychic gets even more luxurious with our Cozychic Luxe. It has an extra level of dreamy richness that feels beyond soft. Made of 100% polyester microfiber.

**COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE**

It's not only ultra lite but ultra soft, cozy and beautiful, available in California coastline hues. Made of a blend of nylon + viscose.

**LUXE MILK JERSEY**

The Luxe Milk Jersey fabrication is an array of modal, acrylic from milk fiber and spandex that is blissfully soft and soothing to the senses. It makes lounging and sleep a beautiful thing.

**MALIBU COLLECTION**

Inspired by the laid back vibe of the California lifestyle, this harmonious collection is comprised of ultra soft, easy, washable knits.

**ECOCHIC**

Introducing our new sustainable collection, crafted from a blend of recycled materials.

---

**FABRICATIONS**

**COZYCHIC LUXE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>XXS/XS</th>
<th>S/M</th>
<th>L/XL</th>
<th>1X</th>
<th>2X</th>
<th>3X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16-18</td>
<td>20-22</td>
<td>24-26</td>
<td>28-30</td>
<td>32-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22-33</td>
<td>34-35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37-38</td>
<td>39-41</td>
<td>30-34</td>
<td>34-36</td>
<td>37-41</td>
<td>42-44</td>
<td>46-49</td>
<td>50-53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EUROPE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>XXL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>38-40</td>
<td>42-44</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**JAPAN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>XXL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9-11</td>
<td>13-15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHINA TOPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>XXL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>84-86cm</td>
<td>88-90cm</td>
<td>92-96cm</td>
<td>98-102cm</td>
<td>106-110cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHINA BOTTOMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>XL</th>
<th>XXL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>82-86cm</td>
<td>88-90cm</td>
<td>92-96cm</td>
<td>98-110cm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**MEN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHEST</th>
<th>WAIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36-38</td>
<td>29-31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHEST</th>
<th>WAIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39-41</td>
<td>32-34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BABY+CHILD SIZE/AGE**

| NEWBORN / 0-3 MONTHS | 7-12 lbs | UP TO 22" |
| SMALL / 3-6 MONTHS | 12-17 lbs | 22"-24" |
| SMALL / 6-12 MONTHS | 17-22 lbs | 24"-26" |
| MEDIUM / 12-18 MONTHS | 22-27 lbs | 26"-28" |
| LARGE / 18-24 MONTHS | 27-30 lbs | 28"-30" |

---

**PET**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>BODY LENGTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-10 lbs</td>
<td>11-16 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BREED**


---

**NUMERICAL EQUIVALENT**

| 0-2 | 4-6 | 8 | 10-12 | 14 | 16-18 | 20-22 | 24-26 | 28-30 | 32-34 | 36-38 | 40-42 | 44-46 | 48-49 | 50-53 |

| 22-33 | 34-35 | 36 | 37-38 | 39-41 | 30-34 | 34-36 | 37-41 | 42-44 | 46-49 | 50-53 |


---

**CHINA TOPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHEST</th>
<th>WAIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100-130cm</td>
<td>92-96cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHINA BOTTOMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHEST</th>
<th>WAIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88-100cm</td>
<td>80-86cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**XIEN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>UNISEX</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHINESE</td>
<td>XS</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>XL</td>
<td>XXS/XXS</td>
<td>S/M</td>
<td>L/XL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-34</td>
<td>22-26</td>
<td>28-32</td>
<td>34-38</td>
<td>40-44</td>
<td>46-48</td>
<td>50-52</td>
<td>54-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEWBORN / 0-3 MONTHS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>HEIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7-12 lbs</td>
<td>UP TO 22&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SMALL / 3-6 MONTHS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>HEIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12-17 lbs</td>
<td>22&quot;-24&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MEDIUM / 12-18 MONTHS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>HEIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22-27 lbs</td>
<td>26&quot;-28&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LARGE / 18-24 MONTHS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>HEIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27-30 lbs</td>
<td>28&quot;-30&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ADULT ROBE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEIGHT</th>
<th>CHEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5'-5'6&quot;</td>
<td>32-36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNISEX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEIGHT</th>
<th>CHEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5'-6&quot;</td>
<td>36-40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**PET**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>BODY LENGTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-10 lbs</td>
<td>11-16 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BREED**

PALETTE

COZYCHIC
100% POLYESTER

PALETTE

WHITE PEARL CREAM ALMOND OYSTER PINK BLUSH WARM GRAY

FADED ROSE PEACH BLUE AQUA ICE MINT SEA FOAM GREEN BEACH ROCK DOVE GRAY

OCEAN LILAC STONE LINEN SAND CHARCOAL GRAPHITE ASH

CRANBERRY ESPRESSO CARBON BLACK SLATE BLUE DEEP SEA BLUE PACIFIC BLUE MARINE

INDIGO HEATHERED WHITE HEATHERED PINK HEATHERED DOVE GREY HEATHERED STONE / WHITE HEATHERED BLUE / WHITE HEATHERED OCEAN / WHITE HEATHERED OYSTER / WHITE

HEATHERED WARM GRAY / WHITE HEATHERED WARM GRAY / CREAM HEATHERED PINK / WHITE HEATHERED DUSTY ROSE / WHITE HEATHERED HEATHERED FADED ROSE / PINK HEATHERED LILAC / WHITE HEATHERED GRAPHITE / WHITE HEATHERED BEACH ROCK / ALMOND

HEATHERED OYSTER / DOVE GRAY HEATHERED BLACK / WHITE HEATHERED CARBON / BLACK HEATHERED CHARCOAL / WHITE HEATHERED SLATE BLUE / WHITE HEATHERED ASH / DOVE GRAY HEATHERED INDIGO / WHITE HEATHERED INDIGO / PACIFIC BLUE

HEATHERED DOVE GRAY / WHITE ALMOND MULTI DOVE GRAY MULTI OLIVE MULTI MIDNIGHT MULTI GRAPHITE MULTI SAGE GREEN MULTI PACIFIC BLUE MULTI

DUSTY ROSE MULTI OCEAN MULTI WARM GRAY / MULTI INDIGO MULTI CARBON MULTI CREAM MULTI BEACH ROCK MULTI ESPRESSO MULTI

COCOA MULTI GRAPHITES MULTI INDIGO / BLACK PLAID LILY LINEN MULTI MISTY ROSE AGAVE GREEN BELLA PINK
### COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE
75% NYLON / 25% RAYON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sea Salt</td>
<td>Sand Dune</td>
<td>Fog Gray</td>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>Faded Rose</td>
<td>Blue Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agave Green</td>
<td>Driftwood</td>
<td>Loden</td>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Cream / Stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cream / Tan Plaid</td>
<td>Linen Multi</td>
<td>Sky / Dove</td>
<td>Gray Plaid</td>
<td>Waterfall</td>
<td>Driftwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphite / Carbon</td>
<td>Indigo Multi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceana</td>
<td>Pearl</td>
<td>Pale Pink</td>
<td>Faded Black</td>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>Carbon Lurex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pewter</td>
<td>Silver Ice</td>
<td>Dusk</td>
<td>Soft Camel</td>
<td>Glacier Gray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barefoot Bundle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Pink Blush</td>
<td>Blue Sky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NOVELTY
75% POLYESTER / 25% NYLON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>Sea Glass</td>
<td>Heathered Oatmeal</td>
<td>Heathered Dove Gray</td>
<td>Heathered Faded Rose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter White</td>
<td>Almond</td>
<td>Dove Gray</td>
<td>Beach Rock</td>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LUXE MILK JERSEY
75% NYLON / 25% RAYON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>Faded Rose</td>
<td>Pewter</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>Blue Water</td>
<td>Indigo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Oyster</td>
<td>Rose Mist</td>
<td>Silver Ice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BAREFOOT BUNDLE
100% COTTON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Color</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink Blush</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Sky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PALETTE

MALIBU COLLECTION LUXE LOUNGE
48% COTTON, 48% MODAL, 4% SPANDEX

HEATHERED WHITE/SOFT PINK
HEATHERED GRAY/WATERFALL

MALIBU COLLECTION
75% NYLON / 25% RAYON

FADED ROSE PIGMENT
FADED ROSE
PEBBLE
BLUE WATER
MIST

MALIBU COLLECTION
58% MODAL / 41% NYLON

Faded Black
Beach Rock

WASHED SATIN
100% POLYESTER

ROSE MIST DITSY
CHAMBRAY SANDANA
BLACK
CREAM MULTI
DOVE GRAY MULTI

ECOCHEIC
70% RECYCLED POLYESTER, 25% POLYESTER, 5% SPANDEX

SOFT CAMEL
SMOKEY GRAY

MALIBU COLLECTION
75% NYLON / 25% RAYON

WHITE
MIST PIGMENT
STEEL
OLIVE
INDIGO
INK
SHELL
EARTH

MALIBU COLLECTION
58% MODAL / 41% NYLON

Faded Black
Beach Rock

SUNBLEACHED COTTON
100% COTTON

SOFT VIOLET
WASHED DENIM
FADED BLACK
BEACH ROCK

MALIBU COLLECTION
75% NYLON / 25% RAYON

WHITE
MIST PIGMENT
STEEL
OLIVE
INDIGO
INK
SHELL
EARTH

MALIBU COLLECTION
58% MODAL / 41% NYLON

FADED ROSE / SHELL
GRAY / CREAM
INDIGO / GRAY
WATERFALL-SEA SALT

WASHED SATIN
100% POLYESTER

ROSE MIST DITSY
CHAMBRAY SANDANA
BLACK
CREAM MULTI
DOVE GRAY MULTI

ECOCHEIC
70% RECYCLED POLYESTER, 25% POLYESTER, 5% SPANDEX

SOFT CAMEL
SMOKEY GRAY
COZYCHIC HOME

COZYCHIC MOUNTAIN PEAKS BLANKET
BDHCC20836 / 07200
45” X 60”
BISQUE/WARM GRAY
MSRP 158

COZYCHIC CABIN THROW
BDHCC20830 / 08200
54” X 72”
PEARL/TAN
MSRP 180

COZYCHIC CHEETAH PRINT THROW
BDHCC20659 / 08200
54” X 72”
CREAM/BLACK
MSRP 180

COZYCHIC HOME
COZYCHIC COVERED IN PRAYER
DOVE BLANKET
BDHCC1974 / 06000

45” X 60”
CREAM/STONE
MSRP 132

COZYCHIC COVERED IN PRAYER PILLOW
BDHCC20764 / 04500

24” X 24”
BLUSH/PINK “BELIEVE IN LOVE”
STONE/BEACH ROCK “HOPE FOR PEACE”
CREAM/LINEN “TRUST THE JOURNEY”
MSRP 98

COZYCHIC COVERED IN PRAYER THROW
BD573 / 01250

54” X 72”
STONE/BEACH ROCK “HOPE FOR PEACE”
BLUSH/PINK “BELIEVE IN LOVE”
CREAM/LINEN “TRUST THE JOURNEY”
OYSTER/PEARL “BLESS THIS LIFE”
CHARCOAL/ESPRESSO “FAITH IN PRAYER”
MSRP 250
COZYCHIC CABLE THROW
BDHCC20818 / 08600
54" X 72"
CREAM
MSRP 188

COZYCHIC CABLE PILLOW
BDHCC20839 / 04500
24" X 24"
CREAM
MSRP 98

COZYCHIC SKULL THROW
BDHCC20882 / 08200
54" X 72"
CARBON/ALMOND
MSRP 180
COZYCHIC DIAMOND JACQUARD PILLOW
BDHCC20758 / 04500
24” X 24”
INDIGO, PEARL
MSRP $98

COZYCHIC DIAMOND JACQUARD THROW
BDHCC20756 / 07600
54” X 72”
INDIGO, PEARL
MSRP $168

COZYCHIC DIAMOND JACQUARD LUMBAR PILLOW
BDHCC20757 / 04500
12” X 35”
INDIGO, PEARL
MSRP $98

COZYCHIC TEXTURED THROW
BDHCC20661 / 08500
54” X 72”
DARK BROWN/ALMOND
MSRP $188
COZYCHIC HOME

COZYCHIC HEATHERED THROW
BDHCC0626 / 02800
54" X 72"
HE-DOVE/WHITE, HE-GRAPHITE/WHITE, HE-STONE/WHITE, HE-CHARCOAL/WHITE, HE-SLATE BLUE/WHITE
MSRP $165

COZYCHIC THROW PILLOW
BDHCC0626 / 02800
24" X 24"
STONE/SLATE BLUE, CHARCOAL/STONE, SAND/CREAM
MSRP $62

COZYCHIC FLOOR PILLOW
BDHCC0654 / 03750
30" X 30"
CARBON/SAND, GRAPHITE/STONE
MSRP $83

COZYCHIC STRIPED PILLOW
BDHCC1030 / 02800
24" X 24"
GRAPHITE/DOVE GRAY, ALMOND/CARBON
MSRP $64
COZYCHIC HOME

COZYCHIC DUVET COVER WITH SHAM SET
B817 / 17050 / 17950
FULL/QUEEN 90" X 92", KING 106" X 92"
PEARL/GRAPHITE, OCEAN/GRAPHITE, STONE/CHARCOAL
MSRP 375 / 395

COZYCHIC RIBBED BED BLANKET
B816 / 09000 / 10250
FULL/QUEEN 90" X 92", KING 106" X 92"
GRAPHITE, WHITE, STONE
MSRP 198 / 225

COZYCHIC HEATHERED CABLE BLANKET
BDHCC1276 / 05700
45" X 60"
PEARL, OCEAN, OYSTER
MSRP 125
live, love, laugh and play...
live every moment in the sunshine
joy bring life, love your life
easy, light, the beach life
COZYCHIC THROW
B503 / 06700
54" X 72"
GRAPHITE, CREAM, DOVE GRAY, INDIGO, STONE, ESPRESSO, CRANBERRY, PINK.
MSRP $147

COZYCHIC RIBBED THROW
B542 / 06700
54" X 72"
SLATE BLUE, CHARCOAL, ALMOND, CARBON, SAND, OCEAN, WHITE
MSRP $147
COZYCHIC HOME

COZYCHIC BAREFOOT IN THE WILD THROW
BS63 / 08200
54” X 72”
LINEN/WARM GRAY, CAMEL/BLACK, STONE/CREAM, GRAPHITE/CARBON
MSRP $180

COZYCHIC SAFARI BLANKET
BDHCC1279 / 06200
45” X 60”
CREAM MULTI, DOVE GRAY MULTI, BEACH ROCK MULTI
MSRP $136
COZYCHIC LUXE CASA THROW
BDHXCO1020 / 08550
54" X 72"
PEARL, CHARCOAL, OYSTER
MSRP 188

COZYCHIC LUXE CASA PILLOW
BDHXCO1037 / 03100
14" X 20"
OYSTER, PEARL, CHARCOAL
MSRP 68

COZYCHIC HORIZON BLANKET
BDHXCO1243 / 05350
45" X 60"
GRAPHITE MULTI, SAGE GREEN MULTI, PACIFIC BLUE MULTI
MSRP 118

COZYCHIC BONFIRE BLANKET
BDHXCO1999 / 08600
45" X 60"
NEUTRAL MULTI, GEO MULTI
MSRP 145

COZYCHIC HOME
COZYCHIC TRAVEL NECK PILLOW  
BDHCC1395 / 03400  
ONE SIZE  
CREAM, MISTY ROSE, INDIGO/BLACK PLAID  
MSRP 75

COZYCHIC HONEYCOMB BLANKET  
BDHCC1595 / 06800  
45" X 60"  
PEARL, PEWTER  
MSRP 148

COZYCHIC HOMECAMO THROW  
BDHCC1278 / 08200  
54" X 72"  
CARBON MULTI, STONE MULTI  
MSRP 180

COZYCHIC HOME COZYCHIC HOME
COZYCHIC HOME

COZYCHIC PALM LEAF BLANKET
BDHCC1569 / 07200
45” X 60”
OCEAN MULTI, STONE MULTI
MSRP 158

COZYCHIC PLACED FRINGE BLANKET
BDHCC1474 / 06450
45” X 60”
CREAM
MSRP 142

COZYCHIC PLACED FRINGE LUMBAR PILLOW
BDHCC1475 / 03500
12” X 35”
CREAM
MSRP 78

COZYCHIC PALM LEAF PILLOW COVER W INSERT
BDHCC1789 / 04500
30” X 30”A
STONE MULTI, OCEAN MULTI
MSRP 98
COZYCHIC LITE HOME

COZYCHIC LITE RIBBED THROW
8463 / 07600
54" X 72"
CARBON, PEARL, PEWTER, SAND
MSRP $167

COZYCHIC LITE RIBBED PILLOW
BDHCL0479 / 02550
18" X 18"
HE-PEWTER/PEARL, HE-SAND/PEARL, HE-WHITE/PEARL
MSRP $56
WAFFLE THROW BLANKET
BDHNV1167 / 05400
45" X 60"
HE-PACIFIC BLUE, HE-OATMEAL, HE-FADED ROSE, HE-DOVE GRAY
MSRP 119

BOUCLE THROW
BDHNV1229 / 09000
50" X 70"
WINTER WHITE, DOVE GRAY
MSRP 198

MALIBU SOY CANDLE - STARFISH - 11 OZ
BDHNV1147 / 100 / 02250
WAFFLE CONE, SURF & SAND, DRIFTWOOD WHITE
MSRP 45

"COVERED IN PRAYER" SOY CANDLE - 5 OZ
BDHNV1418 / 100 / 02500
WAFFLE CONE, SURF & SAND, DRIFTWOOD WHITE
MSRP 30

25TH ANNIVERSARY SOY CANDLE - 11 OZ
BDHNV1418 / 100 / 50 / 02250
GARDENIA, WHITE/SILVER
MSRP 45
COZYCHIC HIM & HER

COZYCHIC RIBBED HOODED ROBE
BDUCC20869 / 00200
1, 2, 3
CREAM, CARBON, SILVER ICE
MSRP 158

COZYCHIC ADULT ROBE
B509 / 05750
1, 2, 3
SLATE BLUE, WHITE, PEARL, DOVE GRAY
MSRP 127

COZYCHIC HEATHERED ADULT ROBE
BDUCC0609 / 06150
1, 2, 3
HE-OCEAN/WHITE, HE-DUSTY ROSE/WHITE, HE-STONE/WHITE, HE-GRAPHITE/WHITE
MSRP 135

COZYCHIC ADULT ROBE
B509 / 05750
1, 2, 3
SLATE BLUE, WHITE, PEARL, DOVE GRAY
MSRP 127

COZYCHIC HEATHERED ADULT ROBE
BDUCC0609 / 06150
1, 2, 3
HE-OCEAN/WHITE, HE-DUSTY ROSE/WHITE, HE-STONE/WHITE, HE-GRAPHITE/WHITE
MSRP 135
COZYCHIC LONG EVERYTHING COZY
BDUC1032 / 07500
ONE SIZE
CARBON
MSRP 165

COZYCHIC EVERYTHING COZY
BDU19 / 07500
ONE SIZE
GRAPHITE / STONE
MSRP 165

COZYCHIC ADULT SKULL HOODIE
BDUC120873 / 06400
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
ALMOND/CARBON
MSRP 140

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE SKULL PRINT SCARF
BDUCU20881 / 06800
ONE SIZE
CARBON/ALMOND
MSRP 148
The Cozy (TM)

**The Cozy (TM)**

- **B545 / 06600**
  - Regular
  - Almond, Beach Rock, Ash, Black
  - MSRP 145

**COZYCHIC Him & Her**

- **B545 / 07500**
  - Long
  - Black, Charcoal
  - MSRP 165

- **B545 / 08600**
  - Regular
  - MSRP 145

**COZYCHIC Adult Baja Hoodie**

- **B676 / 05700**
  - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
  - White/Graphite Stripe
  - Indigo/Dusk Stripe
  - MSRP 125

- **COZYCHIC Him & Her**

- **B676 / 05700**
  - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
  - White/Graphite Stripe
  - Indigo/Dusk Stripe
  - MSRP 125
COZYCHIC HIM & HER

COZYCHIC BEANIE
B620 / 01700
ONE SIZE
STONE, SLATE BLUE, DOVE GRAY, BLACK
MSRP 37

COZYCHIC LITE HIM & HER

COZYCHIC LITE BEANIE
B410 / 02000
ONE SIZE
HE-CARBON/BLACK
HE-ASH/PEWTER, HE-ESPRESSO/COCOA
MSRP 44

COZYCHIC LITE RIBBED BEANIE
B910 / 02000
ONE SIZE
HE-CARBON/BLACK
HE-ASH/PEWTER, HE-ESPRESSO/COCOA
MSRP 44

COZYCHIC LITE RIBBED SCARF
B478 / 02200
67” X 13”
GRAPHITE, TAUPE, BLACK
HE-ESPRESSO/COCOA, HE-CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 48
COZYCHIC LOOP FRINGE CASCADING VEST
BDWCC20505 / 09500
XS, S, M, L, XL
SILVER, CARBON
MSRP 210

COZYCHIC HOODED LONG COATIGAN
BDWCC20660 / 08400
XS, S, M, L, XL
SOFT CAMEL, SMOKEY GRAY
MSRP TBA
COZYCHIC LOOP FRINGE JACKET
BDWCC20506 / 01100
XS, S, M, L, XL
CREAM
MSRP 245

COZYCHIC FRINGE PONCHO
BDWCC20522 / 00900
ONE SIZE
STONE
MSRP 198
COZYCHIC BUTTON UP HOODED COAT
BDWCC20639 / 00950
XS, S, M, L, XL
THYME
MSRP 158

COZYCHIC SUNSET BOYFRIEND CARDIGAN
BDWCC20501 / 08000
XS, S, M, L, XL
THYME MULTI, OCEAN MULTI
MSRP 175
COZYCHIC SHEARLING MOTO JACKET
BDWCC20512 / 01020
XS, S, M, L, XL
STONE, BLACK
MSRP 225

COZYCHIC SHEARLING DRAPE CAR COAT
BDWCC20510 / 01070
XS, S, M, L, XL
BLACK/ESPRESSO, STONE/CREAM, RIVERSTONE
MSRP 235
COZYCHIC MALIBU WRAP
BB02 / 05500
ONE SIZE
INDIGO/OYSTER STRIPE, CARBON/SAND STRIPE
MSRP 121

COZYCHIC WOMEN’S HEATHERED LOUNGER
BDWCC1064 / 06250
S/M, L/XL
HE-OYSTER/WHITE, HE-FADED ROSE/PINK
MSRP 138

COZYCHIC HER

COZYCHIC HER
COZYCHIC WOMEN’S BAREFOOT IN THE WILD 2 PAIR SOCK SET
BDWCC20705 / 01900
ONE SIZE
LINEN/WARM GRAY MULTI, CREAM/STONE MULTI, GRAPHITE/CARBON MULTI
MSRP 30

COZYCHIC WOMEN’S HERRINGBONE SOCKS
BDWCC20815 / 02900
ONE SIZE
CREAM/STONE
MSRP 28

COZYCHIC WOMEN’S HERRINGBONE SLIPPER
BDWCC20615 / 02900
S, M, L
PEWTER/CREAM, CREAM/STONE
MSRP 64

COZYCHIC PATCHWORK BELTED CARDIGAN
BDWCC20538 / 08600
XS, S, M, L, XL
SOFT CAMEL/CREAM, CREAM/DUSK
CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 188

COZYCHIC WOMEN’S HERRINGBONE SLIPPER
BDWCC20615 / 02900
S, M, L
PEWTER/CREAM, CREAM/STONE
MSRP 64

COZYCHIC PATCHWORK SOCK SET
BDWCC20882 / 02200
ONE SIZE
SOFT CAMEL/CREAM, CREAM/DUSK
CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 48

COZYCHIC WOMEN’S BAREFOOT IN THE WILD 2 PAIR SOCK SET
BDWCC20705 / 01900
ONE SIZE
LINEN/WARM GRAY MULTI, CREAM/STONE MULTI, GRAPHITE/CARBON MULTI
MSRP 30

COZYCHIC WOMEN’S HERRINGBONE SOCKS
BDWCC20815 / 02900
ONE SIZE
CREAM/STONE
MSRP 28

COZYCHIC WOMEN’S HERRINGBONE SLIPPER
BDWCC20615 / 02900
S, M, L
PEWTER/CREAM, CREAM/STONE
MSRP 64

COZYCHIC PATCHWORK BELTED CARDIGAN
BDWCC20538 / 08600
XS, S, M, L, XL
SOFT CAMEL/CREAM, CREAM/DUSK
CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 188

COZYCHIC WOMEN’S HERRINGBONE SLIPPER
BDWCC20615 / 02900
S, M, L
PEWTER/CREAM, CREAM/STONE
MSRP 64

COZYCHIC PATCHWORK SOCK SET
BDWCC20882 / 02200
ONE SIZE
SOFT CAMEL/CREAM, CREAM/DUSK
CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 48
**COZYCHIC HEATHERED STRIPE ROBE**
BDWCC20868 / 07200

1, 2, 3
WHITE/DUSTY ROSE
WHITE/DOVE GRAY
MSRP 158

**COZYCHIC 3 SCRUNCHIE SET**
BDWCC20825 / 01800

ONE SIZE
CREAM MULTI, CHESNUT MULTI, FADED JADE MULTI
MSRP 38

**BAREFOOT IN THE WILD COZYCHIC 3 SCRUNCHIE SET**
BDWCC20916 / 01800

ONE SIZE
MULTI
MSRP 38

**EYEMASK, SCRUNCHIE AND SOCK SET**
BDWCC20815 / 04500

ONE SIZE
CREAM, VINTAGE ROSE, SMOKEY GRAY
MSRP 98

**BAREFOOT IN THE WILD EYEMASK, SCRUNCHIE AND SOCK SET**
BDWCC20909 / 04500

ONE SIZE
CREAM/STONE, GRAPHITE/CARBON
MSRP 98

**BAREFOOT IN THE WILD**
COZYCHIC TOTE
BDHCC1975 / 08000
ONE SIZE
PEWTER FEATHERLIGHT, INDIAN ATLAS, WATERFALL DAFFODIL
MSRP 175

COZYCHIC WOMEN’S POM POM ANKLE SOCKS
BDWCC20703 / 00800
ONE SIZE
HE-BLACK/CHARCOAL, HE-TAN/CREAM, HE-OCEAN/SEA SPRAY
MSRP 18

COZYCHIC CABLE INFINITY SCARF
BDWCC20563 / 02900
ONE SIZE
BALLET PINK, CARBON
MSRP 64

COZYCHIC CHEVRON RIBBED CARDI
BDWCC1621 / 08500
XXS/XS, S/M, L/XL
MISTY ROSE, DRIFTWOOD, CARBON
MSRP 185
COZYCHIC COCOON CARDI
BDWCC1002 / 05900
S/M, L/XL
HE-ASH/DOVE GRAY, HE-CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 130

COZYCHIC WOMEN’S RELAXED ZIP-UP HOODIE
BDWCC1003 / 0550
XS, S, M, L, XL
STONE, ASH
MSRP 121

COZYCHIC LUXE LAGUNA WRAP
BDWCX1007 / 06100
ONE SIZE
HE-CARBON/BLACK, VINTAGE ROSE/BALLET PINK
MSRP 134

COZYCHIC CAMO ANORAK
BDWCC1005 / 09000
XS, S, M, L, XL
WARM GRAY MULTI
MSRP 198
COZYCHIC FULL ZIP ROBE
BDWCC1006 / 06600
S/M, L/XL
PACIFIC BLUE, ALMOND
MSRP $45

COZYCHIC TRAVEL SHAWL
B553 / 05000
ONE SIZE
STONE, CHARCOAL, BLACK, HE-OYSTER/WHITE, HE-VINTAGE ROSE/PINK
MSRP $110

COZYCHIC WOMEN’S PLAID SOCK
BDWCC1693 / 00900
ONE SIZE
CREAM/TAN, INDIGO/BLACK
MSRP $20
COZYCHIC SHRUG
8823 / 05400
S/M, L/XL
STONE: OYSTER, FADED ROSE, CARBON, BLACK
MSRP: $18

COZYCHIC 3-PIECE LOUNGE SET
BDWCC1777 / 07500
XS, S, M, L, XL
PEACH, WHITE
MSRP: $155

COZYCHIC ARAN LONG CARDI
BDWCC1226 / 08800
XS, S, M, L, XL
ALMOND MULTI, MIDNIGHT MULTI
MSRP: $195

COZYCHIC WOMEN’S CAMO HOODIE
BDWCC1259 / 07500
XS, S, M, L, XL
INDIGO MULTI, OLIVE MULTI
MSRP: $165

MSRP 118
MSRP 165
MSRP 194
COZYCHIC POM POM BEANIE & SCARF SET
BDWCC1044 / 03550
ONE SIZE
HE-BEACH ROCK/ALMOND, HE-VINTAGE ROSE/BALLET PINK, HE-ASH/DOVE GRAY, HE-CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 79

COZYCHIC WOMEN’S HEATHERED SOCKS
BDWCC1792 / 01550
ONE SIZE
MSRP 15

COZYCHIC 2 PAIR TENNIS SOCK SET
BDWCC1692 / 01550
ONE SIZE
OYSTER MULTI, DUSTY ROSE MULTI, STONE MULTI
MSRP 25
COZYCHIC POM POM BEANIE
BDWCC1355 / 01700
ONE SIZE
OCEAN, PEARL
MSRP 38

COZYCHIC PLAID SCARF
BDWCC1889 / 02000
ONE SIZE
INDIGO/BLACK, HONEY/CARBON, CREAM/TAN
MSRP 44

COZYCHIC TRAVEL SET
BDWBN1720 / 08500
ONE SIZE
CREAM, DRIFTWOOD, MISTY ROSE, CARBON
MSRP 188

WOMEN’S COZY SLIPPER
BDWCC1388 / 02900
S(5/6), M(7/8), L(9/10)
HE-OCEAN/WHITE, HE-GRAPHITE/WHITE
MSRP 64

COZYCHIC WOMEN’S MALIBU SLIPPER
BDWCC1192 / 02900
S(5/6), M(7/8), L(9/10)
HE-DUSTY ROSE/WHITE, HE-CARBON/GRAPHITE,
HE-SILVER/PEARL, HE-STONE/WHITE
MSRP 64

COZYCHIC PLAID SCARF
BDWCC1689 / 02000
ONE SIZE
INDIGO/BLACK, HONEY/CARBON, CREAM/TAN
MSRP 44

COZYCHIC GLOVES
BDWCC1664 / 01100
ONE SIZE
AGAVE GREEN, BLACK
MSRP 24

COZYCHIC GLOVES
BDWCC1664 / 01100
ONE SIZE
AGAVE GREEN, BLACK
MSRP 24

COZYCHIC GLOVES
BDWCC1664 / 01100
ONE SIZE
AGAVE GREEN, BLACK
MSRP 24

COZYCHIC GLOVES
BDWCC1664 / 01100
ONE SIZE
AGAVE GREEN, BLACK
MSRP 24

COZYCHIC GLOVES
BDWCC1664 / 01100
ONE SIZE
AGAVE GREEN, BLACK
MSRP 24
COZYCHIC WOMEN’S BAREFOOT IN THE WILD ROBE
BDWCC1550 / 07200
S, M, L, XL
GRAPHITE/CARBON, CREAM/STONE
MSRP 158

COZYCHIC WOMEN’S BAREFOOT IN THE WILD SOCK
BDWCC1783 / 00800
ONE SIZE
GRAPHITE/CARBON, CREAM/STONE
MSRP 18

COZYCHIC BAREFOOT IN THE WILD SLIPPER
BDWCC1716 / 03100
5(5/6), 6(7/8), 7(9/10)
GRAPHITE/CARBON, CREAM/STONE
MSRP 68

COZYCHIC BAREFOOT IN THE WILD BEANIE & SCARF SET
BDWCC1596 / 04000
ONE SIZE
CREAM/STONE, GRAPHITE/CARBON
MSRP 88
COZYCHIC BACKPACK
BDWCC1517 / 08300

ONE SIZE
CARBON, HONEY
MSRP $138

COZYCHIC COASTLINE PONCHO
BDWCC174 / 08300

ONE SIZE
CARBON/GRAPHITE, STONE/PEARL
MSRP $138
ECOCHIC COWL NECK PULLOVER  
BOWNV20803 / 05800  
XS, S, M, L, XL  
SOFT CAMEL, SMOKEY GRAY  
MSRP $128

ECOCHIC JOGGER PANT  
BOWNV20551 / 05700  
XS, S, M, L, XL  
SOFT CAMEL, SMOKEY GRAY  
MSRP $125
SUNBLEACHED PONCHO
BDWES1989 / 05800
ONE SIZE
SOFT VIOLET, WASHED DENIM, FADED BLACK
MSRP 128

SUNBLEACHED COTTON JOGGER PANTS
BDWES1853 / 04500
XS, S, M, L, XL
SOFT VIOLET, WASHED DENIM, FADED BLACK
MSRP 98

BOUCLE HOODED CARDI
BDWNV1114 / 07200
S/M, L/XL
CARBON, ALMOND
MSRP 158

BOUCLE CARDI
BDWNV1105 / 05350
XS, S, M, L, XL
ALMOND, BEACH ROCK
MSRP 118

SUNBLEACHED EYEMASK PJ SET
BDWES20581 / 07500
XS, S, M, L, XL
CREAM MULTI, DOVE GRAY MULTI
MSRP 165

BOUCLE CARDI
BDWNV1105 / 05350
XS, S, M, L, XL
ALMOND, BEACH ROCK
MSRP 118

WASHED SATIN EYEMASK PJ SET
BDWES20581 / 07500
XS, S, M, L, XL
CREAM MULTI, DOVE GRAY MULTI
MSRP 165

WASHED SATIN SHORT PJ SET
BDWES20581 / 06500
XS, S, M, L, XL
BLACK, ROSE MIST DITSY, CHAMBRAY BANDANA
MSRP 142
COZYCHIC LITE HER

COZYCHIC LITE WAFFLE COCOON CARDI
BDWCL20755 / 09700
XXS/XS, S/M, L/XL
STONE, DRIFTWOOD
MSRP 148

COZYCHIC LITE CARGO JACKET
BDWCL20584 / 09000
XS, S/M, L/XL
ALMOND
MSRP 198
COZYCHIC LITE HER

COZYCHIC LITE TURTLENECK ASYMMETRIC HEM PONCHO
BDWCL20569/06100
ONE SIZE
BLACK, CREAM
MSRP $135

COZYCHIC LITE WIDE LEG SEAMED PANT
BDWCL20552 / 05700
XS, S, M, L, XL
BLACK, ALMOND
MSRP $125
COZYCHIC LITE HER

HEATHERED RIBBED ROBE
B950 / 05350
S/M, L/XL
HE-PACIFIC BLUE/PEARL, HE-FADED ROSE/PEARL
MSRP 118

COZYCHIC LITE LONG WEEKEND CARDI
BDWCL012 / 06700
XS, S, M, L, XL
ASH, BISQUE, HE-PEWTER/SILVER, BLACK
MSRP 147
COZYCHIC LITE HER

COZYCHIC LITE WOMEN’S LONG ROBE
BDWCL1552 / 06800
XXX/S-XS, S/M, L/XL
SILVER, CARBON
MSRP 148

COZYCHIC LITE V-NECK BUTTON CARDIGAN
BDWCL1854 / 05400
XS, S, M, L, XL
OYSTER, BEACH ROCK
MSRP 118
COZYCHIC LITE HER

COZYCHIC LITE TRAVEL SHAWL
B460 / 05450
ONE SIZE
BISQUE, CARBON, BLACK, HE-PewTER/PEARL, HE-DRIFTWOOD/TAUPE
MSRP 120

COZYCHIC LITE MONTECITO CARDI
B494 / 05900
XS, S, M, L, XL
HE-DRIFTWOOD/TAUPE, BLACK
MSRP 130

COZYCHIC LITE HER
COZYCHIC LITE HER

COZYCHIC LITE CIRCLE CARDI
B423 / 05300
XS, S, M, L, XL
SILVER, PEWTER, TAUPE, ROSEWOOD, BLACK
MSRP 118

COZYCHIC LITE COASTAL CARDI
B485 / 05700
XS, S, M, L, XL
SEA SALT, BISQUE, OCEAN, PEWTER, CARBON
MSRP 126

MSRP 126

MSRP 118
COZYCHIC LITE HER

COZYCHIC LITE ISLAND WRAP
B903 / 05000
S/M, L/XL
CARBON, BISQUE, TAUPE, PACIFIC BLUE,
BLACK, HE-PEWTER/SILVER
MSRP $110

COZYCHIC LITE CABLE PONCHO
BDWCLT29 / 05200
ONE SIZE
HE-CARBON/BLACK, HE-OLIVE/LODEN, HE-PEWTER/PEARL
MSRP $114

COZYCHIC LITE ISLAND WRAP
B903 / 05000
S/M, L/XL
CARBON, BISQUE, TAUPE, PACIFIC BLUE,
BLACK, HE-PEWTER/SILVER
MSRP $110

COZYCHIC LITE WOMEN’S
ZIP-UP HOODIE
B406 / 05800
XS, S, M, L, XL
BLACK, FADED ROSE, PACIFIC BLUE, CARBON
MSRP $128

COZYCHIC LITE WOMEN’S
JOGGER PANT
B488 / 05350
XS, S, M, L, XL
BLACK, CARBON, PACIFIC BLUE
MSRP $118

COZYCHIC LITE CABLE PONCHO
BDWCLT29 / 05200
ONE SIZE
HE-CARBON/BLACK, HE-OLIVE/LODEN, HE-PEWTER/PEARL
MSRP $114
COZYCHIC LITE WEEKEND WRAP
B455 / 04800
ONE SIZE
HE-INDIGO/PACIFIC BLUE, HE-PEWTER/PEARL, BLACK, HE-DRIFTWOOD-TAUPE
MSRP 106

COZYCHIC LITE CABLE SHRUG
BDWCL1097 / 05350
XXS/XS, S/M, L/XL
HE-SILVER/PEARL, HE-FADED ROSE/PEARL, HE-PACIFIC BLUE/CHAMBRAY
MSRP 118

COZYCHIC LITE CLIFFSIDE WRAP
B902 / 05400
ONE SIZE
SILVER-SILVER/PEARL STRIPE, CARBON-CARBON/PEWTER STRIPE, BLACK-BLACK/GRAPHITE STRIPE
MSRP 118

COZYCHIC LITE HER COZYCHIC LITE HER
COZYCHIC LITE WEEKEND WRAP
B455 / 04800
ONE SIZE
HE-INDIGO/PACIFIC BLUE, HE-PEWTER/PEARL, BLACK, HE-DRIFTWOOD-TAUPE
MSRP 106
COZYCHIC LITE HER

COZYCHIC LITE STRIPED RAGLAN PULLOVER
BDWCL1389 / 04900
XS, S, M, L, XL
PEARL MULTI, BLUE MULTI, PINK MULTI
MSRP 108

COZYCHIC LITE WOMEN’S PULLOVER HOODIE
BDWCL1372 / 05350
XS, S, M, L, XL
SILVER, PINK
MSRP 118

COZYCHIC LITE SANTA MONICA CARDI
BDWCL1216 / 05650
XS, S, M, L, XL
HE-CARBON/BLACK, HE-DRIFTWOOD/TAUPE, HE-INDIGO/PACIFIC BLUE
MSRP 124
COZYCHIC LITE FINGERLESS GLOVES
BDWCL1257 / 01100
ONE SIZE
GRAPHITE, TAUPE, BLACK
MSRP 24

COZYCHIC LITE INFINITY SCARF
BDWCL1555 / 02700
ONE SIZE
INDIGO, PEARL, TAN, BLACK
MSRP 58

COZYCHIC LITE WIDE RIB TRAVEL WRAP
BDWCL1653 / 05400
ONE SIZE
DRIFTWOOD, BLACK
MSRP 118

COZYCHIC LITE WOMEN’S HOODED RIB TUNIC
BDWCL1489 / 05800
XS, S, M, L, XL
CARBON
MSRP 128

COZYCHIC LITE RAGLAN CREW
BDWCL0914 / 04450
XS, S, M, L, XL
HE-PEWTER/SILVER, HE-MEADOW GREEN/PEARL, HE-PACIFIC BLUE/CHAMBRAY
MSRP 98

COZYCHIC LITE HER
COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE HER

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE DIAGONAL RIB DOLMAN PULLOVER
BDWCU20517 / 05700
XS, S, M, L, XL
ALMOND, BLACK
MSPR 125

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE LONG CARDI
BDWCU20838 / 06400
XS, S, M, L, XL
CARBON, SAND DUNE
MSPR 140
COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE SEAMED LEGGING
BDWCU1571 / 04900
XS, S, M, L, XL
FOG GRAY, BLACK, CARBON
MSRP 108

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE
SLOUCHY BAREFOOT IN THE WILD PULLOVER
BDWCU20723 / 05800
XS, S, M, L, XL
CREAM/STONE, GRAPHITE/CARBON
MSRP 128

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE
BAREFOOT IN THE WILD TRACK PANT
BDWCU20735 / 05800
XS, S, M, L, XL
CREAM/STONE, GRAPHITE/CARBON
MSRP 128

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE SEAMED LEGGING
BDWCU1571 / 04900
XS, S, M, L, XL
FOG GRAY, BLACK, CARBON
MSRP 108
COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE HER

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE PASHMINA
BDWCU20710 / 06100
ONE SIZE
PEWTER, BLACK
MSRP 135

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE BITW PASHMINA
BDWCU20702 / 08100
ONE SIZE
CREAM/STONE, GRAPHITE/CARBON
MSRP 135

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE JOGGER
BDWCU20835 / 05800
XS, S, M, L, XL
SOFT CAMEL, GLACIER GRAY, CARBON
MSRP 128
COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE LUXURY SPA SET
SET INCLUDES ROBE, SLIPPERS, AND EYE MASK
BDWBN1920 / 08500
S, M, L
PEARL, PALE PINK, FADED BLACK
MSRP 188

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE WOMEN’S SLOUCHY PULLOVER
B495 / 04450
XS, S, M, L, XL
BEACH ROCK, SEA SALT, FOG GRAY, FADED ROSE, OLIVE, PACIFIC BLUE, CARBON
MSRP 98

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE TRACK PANT
BDWCU1094 / 04900
XS, S, M, L, XL
BEACH ROCK, SEA SALT, BLUE WATER, CARBON, SAND DUNE
MSRP 108
COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE HOODED CARDI
BDWCU1386 / 05450
XS, S, M, L, XL
SOFT VIOLET, BEACH ROCK, SAND DUNE, BLUE WATER
MSRP 120

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE PULLOVER HOODIE
BDWCU1935 / 03100
XS, S, M, L, XL
SOFT VIOLET, OCEAN
MSRP 68

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE OMBRE SHORTS
BDWCU1093 / 05450
XS, S, M, L, XL
SOFT VIOLET, OCEAN
MSRP 68

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE PULLOVER HOODIE
BDWCU1093 / 05450
XS, S, M, L, XL
SEAL SALT, BLUE WATER, BEACH ROCK, CARBON
MSRP 120
COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE HER

OCEAN REEF ZIP UP HOODIE
BDWCU2910 / 08500
XS, S, M, L, XL
SOFT VIOLET, OCEAN
MSRP: $188

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE DOLMAN S/S PULLOVER
BDWCU1872 / 04500
XS, S, M, L, XL
PEWTER FEATHERLIGHT, CARBON LUREX
MSRP: $98

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE RIB TRIM JOGGER
BDWCU1869 / 05500
XS, S, M, L, XL
PEWTER FEATHERLIGHT, CARBON LUREX
MSRP: $122
COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE PONCHO
BDWCU769S / 06300
ONE SIZE
FOG GRAY, SEA SALT, BLUE WATER,
BEACH ROCK, CARBON
MSRP 99

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE LONG SLEEVED WRAP DRESS
BDWCU769S / 06300
XS, S, M, L, XL
LODEN, BLACK
MSRP 138

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE MAXI DRESS
BDWCU1139 / 05750
XS, S, M, L, XL
BEACH ROCK, FOG GRAY
MSRP 126

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE WOMEN’S RIBBED JOGGER
BDWCU1496 / 05700
XS, S, M, L, XL
CARBON, DRIFTWOOD
MSRP 125
COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE LEOPARD LEGGING
BDWCU1651 / 05400
XS, S, M, L, XL
CREAM/STONE, GRAPHITE/CARBON
MSRP 118

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE CAMO ZIP-UP BOMBER
BDWCU1648 / 08100
XS, S, M, L, XL
INDIGO MULTI, LINEN MULTI
MSRP 178

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE WRAP DRESS
BDWCU1374 / 06700
XS, S, M, L, XL
SAND DUNE, CARBON
MSRP 147

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE LONG SLEEVED DRESS
BDWCU1217 / 05800
XS, S, M, L, XL
CARBON
MSRP 128
COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE HER

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE WOMEN’S CULOTTE
B491 / 05000
XS, S, M, L, XL
SEA SALT, FOG GRAY, BEACH ROCK, PACIFIC BLUE, CARBON
MSRP 110

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE TIE FRONT TOP
BDWCU1134 / 05100
XS, S, M, L, XL
CARBON, BLUE WATER, SAND DUNE
MSRP 112

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE WOMEN’S CULOTTE
B493 / 05400
XS, S, M, L, XL
FOG GRAY, FADED ROSE, CARBON
MSRP 119
LUXE MILK JERSEY HER

LUXE MILK JERSEY WOMEN’S HENLEY PJ SET
BDWLM20627 / 06200
XS, S, M, L, XL
SILVER ICE, CARBON
MSRP 135

LUXE MILK JERSEY WOMEN’S DUSTER ROBE
BDWLM1524 / 06800
XXS/XS, S/M, L/XL
BLACK, PEARL, FADED ROSE
MSRP 148

LUXE MILK JERSEY SCOOP NECK SHORT SET
BDWLM1989 / 05000
XS, S, M, L, XL
ROSE MIST, OYSTER, BLACK
MSRP 110
LUXE MILK JERSEY PIPED PAJAMA SET
BDWLM0186 / 05900
XS, S, M, L, XL
PEWTER, PINK, GRAPHITE, INDIGO, BLACK
MSRP $130

LUXE MILK JERSEY HER

LUXE MILK JERSEY CAFTAN
B179 / 04900
ONE SIZE
GRAPHITE, FADED ROSE, BLACK
MSRP $108

LUXE MILK JERSEY SHORT CAFTAN
B177 / 04450
ONE SIZE
INDIGO, PEWTER
MSRP $98
**LUXE MILK JERSEY CLASSIC SHORT SLEEVE V-NECK PJ SET**
B173 / 05700
XS, S, M, L, XL
PINK, PEWTER, GRAPHITE, BLACK
MSRP 125

**LUXE MILK JERSEY LONG SLEEVE U-NECK PJ SET**
B171 / 05800
XS, S, M, L, XL
GRAPHITE, BLACK, INDIGO
MSRP 128

**LUXE MILK JERSEY NAMASTE LOUNGE SET**
BDWLM1016 / 06600
XS, S, M, L, XL
ROSEWOOD, FADED ROSE, CARBON, BLACK
MSRP 145

**LUXE MILK JERSEY CHEMISE**
BDWLM0195 / 03400
XS, S, M, L, XL
FADED ROSE, PEARL, BLACK
MSRP 74
LUXE MILK JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE PIPED PJ TOP & BOXER SET
BDWLM180 / 03350
XS, S, M, L, XL
FADED ROSE, BLUE WATER, PEWTER
MSRP 118

LUXE MILK JERSEY COWL NECK NIGHTSHIRT
BDWLM1385 / 03250
XS, S, M, L, XL
FADED ROSE, GRAPHITE, BLACK
MSRP 72

MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN’S SKINNY STRETCH PANT
BDWMC0246 / 03100
XS, S, M, L, XL
EARTH, CARBON, BLACK
MSRP 68
MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN’S CRINKLE JERSEY LOUNGE SET
BDWMC1378 / 04500
XS, S, M, L, XL
WATERFALL/SEA SALT, GRAY/CREAM, INDIGO/GRAY, FADED ROSE-SHELL
MSRP 108

MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN’S SLEEVELESS SLUB TEE
BDWMC0254 / 01900
XS, S, M, L, XL
WHITE, FADED ROSE, BLUE WATER, BEACH ROCK
MSRP 42

MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN’S CRINKLE JERSEY LOUNGE SET
BDWMC1378 / 04500
XS, S, M, L, XL
WATERFALL/SEA SALT, GRAY/CREAM, INDIGO/GRAY, FADED ROSE-SHELL
MSRP 108

MALIBU COLLECTION LUXE LOUNGE SHORELINE PANT
BDWMC1826 / 04500
XS, S, M, L, XL
HE-WHITE/SOFT PINK, LIGHT HE-GRAY/WATERFALL
MSRP 98
MALIBU COLLECTION HER

MALIBU COLLECTION MAXI DRESS
BDWMC1791 / 04450
XS, S, M, L, XL
MEDIUM HE-GRAY, BLACK
MSRP $98

MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE BURNOUT TEE
BDWMC20558 / 02600
XS, S, M, L, XL
WHITE, SILVER, DUSK
MSRP $58

MALIBU COLLECTION LUXE LOUNGE SCRUNCH HOODIE
BDWMC1546 / 04000
XS, S, M, L, XL
HE-CARBON, MEDIUM HE-GRAY, HE-OATMEAL
MSRP $88

MALIBU COLLECTION LUXE LOUNGE SCRUNCH JOGGER
BDWMC1552 / 04000
XS, S, M, L, XL
HE-CARBON, MEDIUM HE-GRAY, HE-OATMEAL
MSRP $88
MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN’S
WASHED SHORT SLEEVE V-NECK
BDWMC0248 / 02000
XS, S, M, L, XL
WHITE, OCEAN, INDIGO, BLACK
MSRP 44

MALIBU COLLECTION
MODAL RIB RACERBACK TANK
BDWMC20850 / 07000
XS, S, M, L, XL
WHITE; OYSTER, SOFT PINK, SOFT VIOLET, WATERFALL
MSRP 38

MALIBU COLLECTION HER
MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN’S LOOSE JERSEY LONG SLEEVE TEE
BDWMC0244 / 02200
XS, S, M, L, XL
WHITE, FADED ROSE, OLIVE, ROSEWOOD, BLACK
MSRP 48
MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN’S POCKET TANK
BDWMC0259 / 01900
XS, S, M, L, XL
MIST PIGMENT, FADED ROSE PIGMENT, CARBON
MSRP 42

MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN’S SCOOP NECK TUNIC
BDWMC0260 / 02200
XS, S, M, L, XL
MIST PIGMENT, FADED ROSE PIGMENT, CARBON
MSRP 48

MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN’S SLEEVELESS MODAL V-NECK
B240 / 02250
XS, S, M, L, XL
FADED ROSE, WHITE, BLACK
MSRP 50

MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN’S BRUSHED JERSEY PANT
BDWMC1122 / 03550
XS, S, M, L, XL
BEACH ROCK, WHITE
MSRP 78

MALIBU COLLECTION HER

MALIBU COLLECTION HER
MALIBU COLLECTION HER

MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN'S LOOSE JERSEY CAP SLEEVE TEE
BDWMC0029 / 01900
XS, S, M, L, XL
FADED ROSE, WHITE, BLACK
MSRP 60

MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN'S LOOSE JERSEY CAP SLEEVE TEE
BDWMC0029 / 01900
XS, S, M, L, XL
FADED ROSE, WHITE, BLACK
MSRP 60

MALIBU COLLECTION PIMA COTTON A-LINE TANK
BDWMC1687 / 02200
XS, S, M, L, XL
AGAVE GREEN, BLACK, WHITE, MISTY ROSE
MSRP 48

MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN'S MODAL BOXY V-NECK TEE
BDWMC1198 / 03100
XS, S, M, L, XL
BLACK, WHITE, FADED ROSE
MSRP 68

MALIBU COLLECTION HER

MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN'S LOOSE JERSEY CAP SLEEVE TEE
BDWMC0029 / 01900
XS, S, M, L, XL
FADED ROSE, WHITE, BLACK
MSRP 60

MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN'S LOOSE JERSEY CAP SLEEVE TEE
BDWMC0029 / 01900
XS, S, M, L, XL
FADED ROSE, WHITE, BLACK
MSRP 60

MALIBU COLLECTION PIMA COTTON A-LINE TANK
BDWMC1687 / 02200
XS, S, M, L, XL
AGAVE GREEN, BLACK, WHITE, MISTY ROSE
MSRP 48

MALIBU COLLECTION WOMEN'S MODAL BOXY V-NECK TEE
BDWMC1198 / 03100
XS, S, M, L, XL
BLACK, WHITE, FADED ROSE
MSRP 68
COZYCHIC MEN'S PATCHWORK HOODIE
BDMCC20864 / 08500
S, M, L, XL, XXL
CREAM/DUSK, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 188

COZYCHIC MEN'S LOUNGE SHORT
BDMCC0839 / 0400
S, M, L, XL, XXL
INDIGO, CARBON
MSRP 88

COZYCHIC MEN'S CAMO ZIP-UP HOODIE
BDMCC1033 / 07950
S, M, L, XL, XXL
INDIGO MULTI, CARBON MULTI
MSRP 175
COZYCHIC MEN’S SHAWL COLLAR CARDIGAN
BDMCC1048 / 05900
S, M, L, XL, XXL
HE-CARBON/BLACK, HE-INDIGO/PACIFIC BLUE
MSRP 130

COZYCHIC MEN’S SHEARLING HOODIE
BDMCC1501 / 08100
S, M, L, XL, XXL
SLATE BLUE, CHARCOAL
MSRP 178

COZYCHIC MEN’S PULLOVER HOODIE
BDMCC1329 / 05800
S, M, L, XL, XXL
BLACK, SLATE BLUE
MSRP 128
COZYCHIC MEN’S SHAWL COLLAR PULLOVER
BDMCC1547 / 05900
S, M, L, XL, XXL
INDIGO, EARTH
MSRP 130

COZYCHIC MEN’S PLAID ZIP UP HOODIE
BDMCC1729 / 08500
S, M, L, XL
INDIGO, BLACK
MSRP 188

COZYCHIC MEN’S RIBBED SOCKS
BDMCC1077 / 00800
 ONE SIZE
HE-CARBON/BLACK, HE-Olive/Carbon, INDIGO/PACIFIC BLUE
MSRP 18

COZYCHIC MEN’S RIBBED SOCKS
BDMCC1077 / 00800
 ONE SIZE
HE-BEACH ROCK/WHITE, HE-SLATE BLUE/WHITE, HE-WARM GREY/WHITE
MSRP 18

COZYCHIC HEATHERED MEN’S SOCKS
B684 / 08800
ONE SIZE
HE-BEACH ROCK/WHITE, HE-SLATE BLUE/WHITE, HE-CHARCOAL/WHITE, HE-WARM GRAY/WHITE
MSRP 18

MEN’S COZY SLIPPER
BDMCC1737 / 02900
S(7/8), M(9/10), L(11/12), XL(13/14)
CARBON, INDIGO, HE-GRAPHITE/WHITE, HE-CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 64
COZYCHIC LITE MEN'S RAGLAN PULLOVER
BDMCL1193 / 05200
S, M, L, XL, XXL
HE-OLIVE/LODEN, HE-PEWTER/SILVER,
HE-INDIGO/PACIFIC BLUE
MSRP 114

COZYCHIC LITE MEN'S ZIP FRONT JACKET
BDMCL1413 / 06450
S, M, L, XL, XXL
HE-PEWTER/SILVER, CARBON
MSRP 142

COZYCHIC LITE MEN'S PANT
BDMCL1328 / 05820
S, M, L, XL, XXL
CARBON, BLACK
MSRP 123

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE MEN'S SHORTS
BDMCU2032 / 03800 / S, M, L, XL, XXL
BLACK, CARBON
MSRP 84
COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE MEN’S ZIP FRONT JACKET
BDMCU1516 / 06800
S, M, L, XL, XXL
CARBON
MSRP 148

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE MEN’S JOGGER
BDMCU1498 / 05400
S, M, L, XL, XXL
CARBON
MSRP 118

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE MEN’S STRIPED JOGGER
BDMCU20911 / 07200
S, M, L, XL, XXL
CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 158

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE MEN’S ROLL NECK PULLOVER
BDMCU20887 / 05200
S, M, L, XL, XXL
CARBON
MSRP 114

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE HIM
MALIBU COLLECTION MEN'S BURNOUT CREW NECK TEE
BDMMC20631 / 02600
S, M, L, XL, XXL
CARBON, SMOKE GREEN, DARK KHAKI, BLACK
MSRP $58

MALIBU COLLECTION MEN’S FRENCH TERRY HOODIE
BDMMC20621 / 05800
S, M, L, XL, XXL
BLACK, SMOKE GREEN
MSRP $128

MALIBU COLLECTION MEN’S FRENCH TERRY SWEATPANTS
BDMMC20622 / 05800
S, M, L, XL, XXL
BLACK, SMOKE GREEN
MSRP $128
MALIBU COLLECTION HIM

MALIBU COLLECTION MEN’S WASHED JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE CREW
BDMMC0304 / 02200
S, M, L, XL, XXL
WHITE, STEEL, INDIGO
MSRP 48

MALIBU COLLECTION MEN’S WASHED JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE V-NECK
BDMMC0305 / 02200
S, M, L, XL, XXL
BLACK, WHITE, STEEL
MSRP 48

MALIBU COLLECTION MEN’S HEATHERED PANT
BDMMC2025 / 05400
S, M, L, XL, XXL
SMOKEY GREEN, CARBON
MSRP 118
NOVELTY HIM

MEN’S SUNBLEACHED PULLOVER
BDMES1905 / 05800
S, M, L, XL, XXL
FADED BLACK, WASHED DENIM
MSRP 128

MEN’S SUNBLEACHED SLEEVELESS HOODIE
BDMES1903 / 04000
S, M, L, XL, XXL
BEACH ROCK, WASHED DENIM, FADED BLACK
MSRP 118

MEN’S SUNBLEACHED JOGGER PANTS
BDMES1902 / 06300
S, M, L, XL, XXL
BEACH ROCK, WASHED DENIM, FADED BLACK
MSRP 138
COZYCHIC YOUTH

COZYCHIC PATCHWORK YOUTH HOODIE
BDYCC20870 / 06300
6/7, 8/10, 12/14
CREAM/DUSK, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 138

COZYCHIC PATCHWORK SOCK SET
BDYCC20882 / 01700
ONE SIZE
CREAM/DUSK, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 38

COZYCHIC GIRL'S PATCHWORK CARDI W/TIE BELT
BDYCC20694 / 06700
6-7, 8-10, 12-14
CREAM/DUSK, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 148
COZYCHIC YOUTH

COZYCHIC GIRL’S PLAID JACKET
BDYCC20805 / 05400
6/7, 8/10, 12/14
CREAM/TAN
MSRP $118

COZYCHIC YOUTH BAREFOOT IN THE WILD SLIPPER
BDYCC20881 / 02200
S, M, L
CREAM/STONE, GRAPHITE/CARBON
MSRP $48

COZYCHIC YOUTH
COZYCHIC YOUTH

COZYCHIC YOUTH PLAID ZIP UP HOODIE
BDYCC1728 / 04500
6/7, 8/10, 12/14
INDIGO/BLACK
MSRP $98

COZYCHIC YOUTH LOOP FRINGE CASCADING VEST
BDYCC20802 / 06800
6/7, 8/10, 12/14
SMOKEY GRAY, CREAM
MSRP $88

MSRP 98
MSRP 148
COZYCHIC YOUTH RIBBED COZY
BDYCC0545 / 03850
ONE SIZE
PACIFIC BLUE, FADED ROSE
MSRP 85

COZYCHIC YOUTH BAREFOOT IN THE WILD SOCK
BDYCC1581 / 00700
ONE SIZE
GRAPHITE/CARBON, CREAM/STONE
MSRP 58

COZYCHIC YOUTH PULLOVER HOODIE
BDYCC1031 / 02600
6/7, 8/10, 12/14
PACIFIC BLUE, FADED ROSE, ASH
MSRP 58
COZYCHIC YOUTH STRIPED SOCKS
BDYC1051 / 00700
ONE SIZE
FADED ROSE, PACIFIC BLUE
MSRP 15

COZYCHIC YOUTH HEATHERED SOCKS
B816 / 00850
ONE SIZE
HE-OCEAN/WHITE, HE-LILAC/WHITE, HE-INDIGO/WHITE
MSRP 14

COZYCHIC GIRL’S SO-CAL CARDI
BDYC1000 / 02600
8/7, 8/10, 12/14
ALMOND, ROSEWOOD
MSRP 58

COZYCHIC YOUTH

COZYCHIC YOUTH

COZYCHIC YOUTH

COZYCHIC YOUTH
COZYCHIC LITE YOUTH

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE YOUTH

PULLOVER HOODIE
BDYCU20769 / 04000
6/7, 8/10, 12/14
DUSK, SILVER ICE
MSRP 88

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE YOUTH

TRACK PANT
BDYCU20772 / 04000
6/7, 8/10, 12/14
DUSK, SILVER ICE
MSRP 88

COZYCHIC LITE GIRL'S CALYPSO WRAP
BDYCL1059 / 02800
6/7, 8/10, 12/14
HE-PACIFIC BLUE/PEWTER, HE-PEWTER/PEARL, HE-VINTAGE ROSE/PINK
MSRP 63

COZYCHIC LITE YOUTH

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE YOUTH
COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE YOUTH
BOMBER AND JOGGER SET
BDYCU20612 / 08000
6/7, 8/10, 12/14
FADED ROSE, PACIFIC BLUE
MSRP 198

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE YOUTH
BAREFOOT IN THE WILD TRACK PANT
BDYCU20858 / 04500
6/7, 8/10, 12/14
CREAM/STONE, GRAPHITE/CARBON
MSRP 98

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE YOUTH
SLOUCHY BAREFOOT IN THE WILD PULLOVER
BDYCU20857 / 04500
6/7, 8/10, 12/14
CREAM/STONE, GRAPHITE/CARBON
MSRP 98
COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE YOUTH

SEAMED LEGGING
BDYCU2034 / 04000
6-7, 8-10, 12-14
DRIFTWOOD, BLACK
MSRP $8

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE YOUTH LEOPARD LEGGING
BDYCU2033 / 04500
6-7, 8-10, 12-14
GRAPHITE/CARBON, CREAM/STONE
MSRP $98

MALIBU COLLECTION LUXE LOUNGE YOUTH CARGO PANT
BDYMC20816 / 04500
6-7, 8-10, 12-14
HE-DENIM, MEDIUM HE-GRAY
MSRP $98
COZYCHIC PATCHWORK TODDLER HOODIE
BDKCC20722 / 05800
2T/3T, 4T/5T
CREAM/DUSK, BLACK/CARBON
MSRP 128

COZYCHIC TODDLER LOOP FRINGE VEST
BDKCC20511 / 04000
2T/3T, 4T/5T
CREAM
MSRP 88

COZYCHIC STROLLER BLANKET
BDBCC1980 / 03550
ONE SIZE
WATERFALL DAFFODIL
MSRP 78
COZYCHIC BABY BEE BUNDLE
BDBCC1932 / 06700

ONE SIZE
CREAM/HONEY
MSRP 148

COZYCHIC FOX
INFANT PLAYMAT
BDBCC20788 / 05400

ONE SIZE
TAN
MSRP 118

COZYCHIC FOX BUDDIE
BDBCC20801 / 02200

ONE SIZE
TAN
MSRP 48

COZYCHIC FOX BABY
BLANKET 30" X 30"
BDBCC20792 / 0400

ONE SIZE
STONE/TAN
MSRP 88
COZYCHIC INFANT HEATHERED CARDIGAN
B815 / 02650
XS (3-6M), S (6-12M), M (12-18M), L (18-24M)
HE-STONE/WHITE, HE-PINK/WHITE, HE-BLUE/WHITE
MSRP 58

COZYCHIC DREAM BUDDIE
B530 / 01725
16” X 16”
BUNNY/PINK/WHITE/HEARTS, PUPPY/AQUA ICE/WHITE/STARS, BEAR/STONE/WHITE/CIRCLES
MSRP 38

COZYCHIC DREAM RECEIVING BLANKET
B531 / 02700
30” X 32”
PINK/WHITE/HEARTS, AQUA ICE/WHITE/STARS, STONE/WHITE/CIRCLES
MSRP 59
COZYCHIC BAREFOOT IN THE WILD BABY BLANKET
B683 / 02900
30" X 32"
STONE/CREAM, OCEAN/CREAM, DUSTY ROSE/CREAM
MSRP 64

COZYCHIC OCTOPUS BUDDIE
B648 / 02500
17" H, 26" X 7" (SITTING)
HE-DUSTY ROSE/WHITE
MSRP 55

COZYCHIC STARFISH BUDDIE
B646 / 02250
15" X 17"
HE-STONE/WHITE
MSRP 49

COZYCHIC WHALE BUDDIE
B650 / 02500
18" X 8"
HE-OCEAN/WHITE
MSRP 55
COZYCHIC BABY & CHILD

COZYCHIC POCKET BUDDIE
BDBPL0516 / 01725
15" X 17"
MONKEY/DOVE/CREAM, PUPPY/DUSTY ROSE/CREAM, ELEPHANT/OCEAN/CREAM
MSRP 38

COZYCHIC BAREFOOT BUDDIE
B505 / 01725
15" X 17"
CREAM/BEAR, PINK/BUNNY, BLUE/PUPPY
MSRP 38
COZYCHIC BABY & CHILD

COZYCHIC SCALLOP RECEIVING BLANKET
B551 / 02900
30” X 32”
PINK/WHITE/TUTU, STONE/WHITE/ROCKING HORSE, BLUE/WHITE/AIRPLANE
MSRP 64

COZYCHIC ABC BLANKET
B585 / 03200
30” X 40”
STONE/CREAM, OCEAN/CREAM, DUSTY ROSE/CREAM
MSRP 70

COZYCHIC STARFISH BABY BLANKET
B832 / 03100
30” X 40”
SUNRISE PINK, SEAFOAM GREEN, DEEP SEA BLUE
MSRP 68

COZYCHIC ABC BLANKET
B585 / 03200
30” X 40”
STONE/CREAM, OCEAN/CREAM, DUSTY ROSE/CREAM
MSRP 70
COZYCHIC BABY & CHILD

COZYCHIC PANDA BUDDIE
BDKCC1159 / 02000
ONE SIZE
COCOA
MSRP 44

COZYCHIC SLOTH BUDDIE
BDKCC1158 / 02100
ONE SIZE
DOVE GRAY
MSRP 46

COZYCHIC KOALA BUDDIE
BDKCC1160 / 01900
ONE SIZE
TAUPE
MSRP 42

COZYCHIC CAMO BABY BLANKET
BDBCC1218 / 03550
30” X 40”
OCEAN MULTI, DUSTY ROSE MULTI
MSRP 78

COZYCHIC BABY CAMO ZIP UP HOODIE
BDBCC1325 / 03550
6-12M, 12-18M, 18-24M
OCEAN MULTI, DUSTY ROSE MULTI
MSRP 78
COZYCHIC BABY & CHILD

COZYCHIC KID’S ZIP UP HOODIE
BDKCC1043 / 02200
2T-3T, 4T-5T
BALLET PINK, DEEP SEA BLUE
MSRP 48

COZYCHIC KID’S STRIPED POM POM BEANIE
BDKCC1042 / 01200
ONE SIZE
BALLET PINK, DEEP SEA BLUE
MSRP 26

COZYCHIC 2 PAIR INFANT SOCK SET
BDBCC1306 / 00800
0-6M
STONE, PINK, BLUE
MSRP 18
COZYCHIC BABY & CHILD

COZYCHIC TEACUP BUNNY BLANKET
BDBCC1185 / 03550
30” X 32”
DUSTY ROSE
MSRP 78

COZYCHIC TEACUP PUPPY BLANKET
BDBCC1250 / 03550
30” X 32”
OCEAN
MSRP 78

COZYCHIC FOLLOW ME BLANKET
BDBCC1449 / 02900
30” X 32”
DOVE GRAY-CREAM
MSRP 64

COZYCHIC STRIPED RECEIVING BLANKET
BDBCC1119 / 02800
30” X 32”
PINK, OCEAN, MINT
MSRP 62
COZYCHIC BABY & CHILD

COZYCHIC BEAR BUDDIE
BDKCC1270 / 01950
ONE SIZE
STONE
MSRP 43

COZYCHIC BUNNY BUDDIE
BDKCC1251 / 01950
ONE SIZE
DUSTY ROSE
MSRP 43

COZYCHIC HEATHERED CABLE BABY BLANKET
BDBCC1286 / 03350
30" X 32"
HE GOVE GRAY, HE-WHITE, HE-PINK
MSRP 74

COZYCHIC BABY PLACED FRINGE CARDI
BDBCC1526 / 03500
3-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M
CREAM
MSRP 78

COZYCHIC TODDLER PLACED FRINGE CARDI
BDBCC1526 / 04000
2T/3T, 4T/5T
CREAM
MSRP 88
COZYCHIC BABY & CHILD

COZYCHIC PLAID STROLLER BLANKET
BDBCC1688 / 03100
30" X 40"
CREAM/TAN, SKY/DOVE GRAY
MSRP 68

COZYCHIC TODDLER PLAID SET
BDKCC1736 / 05800
2T/3T, 4T/5T
CREAM/TAN, SKY/DOVE GRAY
MSRP 128

COZYCHIC LAMB BUDDIE
BDKCC1494 / 02000
ONE SIZE
PEARL
MSRP 44

COZYCHIC LAMB BABY BLANKET
BDBCC1562 / 03500
30" X 32"
PEARL
MSRP 78
COZYCHIC LITE INFANT CLASSIC CARDI & PANT SET
B915 / 04500
XS (3-6M), S (6-12M), M (12-18M), L (18-24M)
PEWTER, BLUE
MSRP 99

COZYCHIC LITE CLASSIC NEWBORN SET
B477 / 06750
NB
BLUE, PEARL, PEWTER
MSRP 149

COZYCHIC LITE BABY & CHILD

COZYCHIC LITE INFANT CLASSIC CARDI & PANT SET
B915 / 04500
XS (3-6M), S (6-12M), M (12-18M), L (18-24M)
PEWTER, BLUE
MSRP 99

COZYCHIC LITE CLASSIC NEWBORN SET
B477 / 06750
NB
BLUE, PEARL, PEWTER
MSRP 149

COZYCHIC LITE GIRLS HEIRLOOM NEWBORN SET
B476 / 06750
NB
PINK, PEARL
MSRP 149
COZYCHIC LITE BABY & CHILD

COZYCHIC LITE RIBBED BLANKET
B474 / 03800
30" x 40"
PINK, PEWTER, PEARL, BLUE
MSRP 79

COZYCHIC LITE INFANT BEANIE
B474 / 03900
XS (3-6M), S (6-12M), M (12-18M), L (18-24M)
PEWTER, PEARL, PINK, BLUE
MSRP 29

COZYCHIC LITE INFANT GIRL
HEIRLOOM CARDI & PANT SET
B916 / 04500
XS (3-6M), S (6-12M), M (12-18M), L (18-24M)
PEARL, PINK
MSRP 99

COZYCHIC LITE INFANT SOCK SET 3 PACK
B475 / 00800
ONE SIZE (0-12 M)
PINK, BLUE, PEWTER
MSRP 18
COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE BABY & CHILD

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE LEAF CABLE BABY BUNDLE
BDBCU20719 / 08100
3-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M
PEARL, SHELL
MSRP $178

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE POINTELLE CARDI, PANT & HAT SET
B917 / 06100
XS (3-6M), S (6-12M)
SHELL
MSRP $134

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE

BAREFOOT IN THE WILD BUDDIE
B562 / 01700
12" X 9"
WARM GRAY/ELEPHANT
MSRP $37
COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE BABY & CHILD

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE TODDLER SET
BDKCU1924 / 05400
2T/3T, 4T/5T
WATERFALL DAFFODIL, TAN ANIMAL
MSRP $118

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE TODDLER SHORTALL
BDKCU1925 /04500
2T/3T, 4T/5T
WATERFALL DAFFODIL, TAN ANIMAL
MSRP $98
COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE INFANT RUFFLED SOCK SET
BDBCU1726 / 00950
3-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M
FADED ROSE, SAND DUNE
MSRP 21

COZYCHIC ULTRA LITE EYELET BABY BUNDLE
BDBBN1733 / 06800
3-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M
FADED ROSE, SAND DUNE
MSRP 21

COZYCHIC RIBBED BABY BUNDLE
BDBCC20721 / 08000
3-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M
AGAVE GREEN, DOVE GRAY, CREAM
MSRP 175

BAREFOOT BUNDLES INFANT 4-PIECE SET
BDBBN1140 / 04500
NB, 3M
WHITE, PINK BLUSH, BLUE SKY
MSRP 99

BAREFOOT BUNDLES
PLAID BABY BUNDLE
BDBBN1734 / 06800
3-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M
CREAM/TAN, SKY/DOVE GRAY
MSRP 149

KIDS HOODED TOWEL
BDDNV071 / 03000
ONE SIZE
CREAM STAR, BLUE DOLPHIN, PINK SEAHORSE
MSRP 64

WAFFLE BABY BLANKET
BDBNV1166 / 03200
30" X 32"
PEARL, HE-SEA GLASS, HE-PINK
MSRP 70
COZYCHIC ALPINE PET HOODIE
BDPCC20893 / 02900
XS, S, M, L, XL
CREAM/DOVE GRAY
MSRP 64

COZYCHIC PATCHWORK PET HOODIE
BDPCC20806 / 02900
XS, S, M, L, XL
CREAM/DUSK
MSRP 64

COZYCHIC SNOWFLAKE PET SWEATER
BDPCC20898 / 02200
XS, S, M, L, XL
CREAM/DUSK
MSRP 48

COZYCHIC SKULL PET SWEATER
BDPCC20910 / 02200
XS, S, M, L, XL
CARBON/ALMOND
MSRP 48
COZYCHIC PET BED
BDPCC1424 / 06600 / 09000 / 11300
SMALL: 17” X 21”, MEDIUM: 20” X 28”, LARGE: 25” X 36”
PEARL/SILVER, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP $18 / $98 / $248

COZYCHIC RIBBED PET SWEATER
BDPCC0822 / 01750
XS, S, M, L, XL
HE-CARBON/BLACK, WARM GRAY, CRANBERRY, SLATE BLUE, HE-VINTAGE ROSE/BALLET PINK
MSRP $39

STARFISH BUDDIE AND BLANKET PET BUNDLE
BDPCC20752 / 05400
45” X 60”
DOVE GRAY/WHITE, STONE/WHITE
MSRP $18

COZYCHIC ROUND PET BED
BDPCC1590 / 05700 / 09000 / 13100
SMALL: 18.5”, MEDIUM: 26.5”, LARGE: 34.5”
PEARL/SILVER, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP $128 / $198 / $288

COZYCHIC PET BED
BD821 / 06250 / 06800
MD (24” X 32”) LG (32” X 40”)
HE-WARM GRAY/CREAM
MSRP $158 / $198

COZYCHIC PET BED
B821 / 06250 / 06800
MD (24” X 32”) LG (32” X 40”)
HE-WARM GRAY/CREAM
MSRP $158 / $198

COZYCHIC PET BED
B821 / 06250 / 06800
MD (24” X 32”) LG (32” X 40”)
HE-WARM GRAY/CREAM
MSRP $158 / $198
COZYCHIC CLASSIC ADULT MICKEY MOUSE ROBE
D100-203 / 07400
1, 2, 3
CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 158

COZYCHIC CLASSIC ADULT MINNIE MOUSE ROBE
D100-009 / 07400
1, 2, 3
CREAM/CARBON
MSRP 158
COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MINNIE/MICKEY MOUSE BLANKET
D104-009 / D104-203 / 06150
45” X 60”
CREAM/CARBON, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 135

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MICKEY & MINNIE MOUSE BLANKET
DNHCC1349 / 06725
45” X 60”
CREAM MULTI
MSRP 148

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MINNIE/MICKEY MOUSE THROW
D103 / 08200
54” X 72”
CREAM/CARBON, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 180

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MICKEY & MINNIE MOUSE BABY BLANKET
DNBCC1367 / 03600
30” X 40”
CREAM MULTI
MSRP 80

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MICKEY & MINNIE MOUSE BLANKET
D103 / 08200
54” X 72”
CREAM/CARBON, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 180

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MICKEY & MINNIE MOUSE BLANKET
DNHCC1349 / 06725
45” X 60”
CREAM MULTI
MSRP 148

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MINNIE/MICKEY MOUSE BLANKET
D104-009 / D104-203 / 06150
45” X 60”
CREAM/CARBON, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 135

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MICKEY & MINNIE MOUSE BLANKET
D103 / 08200
54” X 72”
CREAM/CARBON, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 180

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MICKEY & MINNIE MOUSE BABY BLANKET
DNBCC1367 / 03600
30” X 40”
CREAM MULTI
MSRP 80
COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MICKEY MOUSE PET SWEATER
DNPC1065 / 02200
XS, S, M, L, XL
CREAM/CARBON, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 48

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MICKEY MOUSE BABY BLANKET
D105-009-MC / 03350
30" X 32"
CREAM/CARBON
MSRP 74

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MINNIE MOUSE BABY BLANKET
D105-009-MM / 03350
30" X 32"
CREAM/CARBON
MSRP 74

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY WOMEN’S
MINNIE MOUSE HOODIE
DNWCC1350 / 06450
XS, S, M, L, XL
CREAM MULTI
MSRP 142
COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MICKEY / MINNIE MOUSE BUDDIE
DNBCC1426 / DNBC1427 / 02250

ONE SIZE
CREAM MULTI
MSRP 50

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MICKEY MOUSE KIDS BEANIE
D107 / D1600

ONE SIZE
CREAM/CARBON, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 35

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MICKEY MOUSE ADULT BEANIE
D106 / D1800

ONE SIZE
CREAM/CARBON, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 40

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MICKEY MOUSE ADULT SCARF
DNUCC0108 / 02200

ONE SIZE
CREAM/CARBON, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 48
COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
INFANT MICKY PLAYSUIT
DNBCC1683 / 04500
3-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M
CARBON
MSRP $8

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
INFANT MINNIE PLAYSUIT
DNBCC1682 / 04500
3-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M
CREAM
MSRP $8

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
WOMEN'S SLIPPER
DNWCC1490 / 03100
S(5/6), M(7/8), L(9/10)
CREAM
MSRP $8

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MEN'S SLIPPER
DNMCC1477 / 03100
S(7/8), M(9/10), L(11/12), XL(13/14)
CARBON
MSRP $8
COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY MINNIE MOUSE
WOMEN’S 2 PAIR SOCK SET
DNWCC1368 / 01900
ONE SIZE
RUBY MULTI
MSRP 42

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY MINNIE MOUSE
YOUTH 2 PAIR SOCK SET
DNYCC1369 / 01850
ONE SIZE
RUBY MULTI
MSRP 41

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY MICKEY MOUSE
WOMEN’S 2 PAIR SOCK SET
DNWCC1361 / 01800
ONE SIZE
CREAM MULTI, CARBON
MSRP 40

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY MICKEY MOUSE
YOUTH 2 PAIR SOCK SET
DNYCC1360 / 01750
ONE SIZE
CREAM MULTI, CARBON MULTI
MSRP 39

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY MICKEY MOUSE
MEN’S 2 PAIR SOCK SET
DNMCC1366 / 01800
ONE SIZE
CARBON MULTI, BLACK
MSRP 40
COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MICKEY MOUSE MEN’S SOCKS
DNMCC1021 / 01000
ONE SIZE
CREAM/CARBON, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 22

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
MICKEY MOUSE WOMEN’S SOCKS
DNWCC1021 / 01000
ONE SIZE
CREAM/CARBON, CARBON/BLACK
MSRP 22

COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY
YOUTH MICKEY MOUSE SOCKS
DNYCC1021 / 00900
ONE SIZE
CARBON/BLACK, CREAM/CARBON
MSRP 20
**COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY**

**WOMEN'S MINNIE HOODIE**
DNWCC1680 / 06500
XS, S, M, L, XL
CREAM
MSRP 142

**MEN'S MICKEY HOODIE**
DNMCC1681 / 06800
S, M, L, XL, XXL
CARBON
MSRP 148

**WOMEN'S MINNIE JOGGER**
DNWCC1685 / 06300
XS, S, M, L, XL
CREAM
MSRP 138

**MEN'S MICKEY JOGGER**
DNMCC1686 / 06600
S, M, L, XL, XXL
CARBON
MSRP 144

**COZYCHIC CLASSIC DISNEY LOGO THROW**
DNHCC1684 / 08200
54” X 72”
CREAM
MSRP 180
COZYCHIC VINTAGE DISNEY
MICKEY MOUSE BLANKET BUDDIE
DNBCC1028 / 02950
ONE SIZE
OCEAN MULTI
MSRP $65

COZYCHIC VINTAGE DISNEY
MINNIE MOUSE BLANKET BUDDIE
DNBCC1029 / 02950
ONE SIZE
DUSTY ROSE MULTI
MSRP $65

COZYCHIC VINTAGE DISNEY
MICKEY MOUSE BABY BLANKET
DNBCC1027 / 03550
ONE SIZE
OCEAN MULTI
MSRP $78

COZYCHIC VINTAGE DISNEY
MINNIE MOUSE BABY BLANKET
DNBCC1026 / 03550
ONE SIZE
DUSTY ROSE MULTI
MSRP $78
COZYCHIC DISNEY DUMBO STROLLER BLANKET
DNBCC1246 / 03800
30” X 40”
OYSTER MULTI
MSRP $4

COZYCHIC DISNEY DUMBO BLANKET
DNYCC1247 / 06450
45” X 60”
OYSTER MULTI
MSRP $42
COZYCHIC DISNEY WINNIE THE POOH BABY BLANKET  
DNBCC1061 / 03800  
30" X 35"  
ALMOND MULTI  
MSRP 84

COZYCHIC DISNEY WINNIE THE POOH BUDDIE  
DNKCC1213 / 03000  
ONE SIZE  
ALMOND  
MSRP 66

COZYCHIC DISNEY PIGLET BUDDIE  
DNKCC1214 / 02050  
ONE SIZE  
DUSTY ROSE  
MSRP 45

COZYCHIC DISNEY WINNIE THE POOH BLANKET  
DNYCC1062 / 06600  
45" X 60"  
ALMOND MULTI  
MSRP 145

COZYCHIC DISNEY WINNIE THE POOH THROW  
DNHCC1083 / 09000  
54" X 72"  
ALMOND MULTI  
MSRP 198

COZYCHIC DISNEY WINNIE THE POOH THROW  
DNHCC1084 / 09000  
54" X 72"  
ALMOND MULTI  
MSRP 198
COZYCHIC FROZEN DISNEY WOMEN’S ROBE
DNWCC1332 / 06600
S/M, L/XL
ICE BLUE MULTI
MSRP 145

COZYCHIC FROZEN DISNEY THROW
DNVCC1339 / 08450
54” X 72
NORDIC BLUE MULTI
MSRP 186

COZYCHIC FROZEN DISNEY BLANKET
DNYCC1338 / 06300
45” X 60
ICE BLUE MULTI
MSRP 138
COZYCHIC DISNEY MEN’S ROBE
DNMCC1479 / 07600
S, M, L
GRAPHITE
MSRP 168

COZYCHIC DISNEY CINDERELLA WOMEN’S ROBE
DNWCC1478 / 07200
S, M, L
PEARL
MSRP 158

COZYCHIC DISNEY CINDERELLA WOMEN’S SLIPPER
DNWCC1485 / 02900
5/6, 7/8, 9/10
PEARL
MSRP 64

COZYCHIC DISNEY MEN’S SLIPPER
DNMCC1486 / 02900
7/8, 9/10, 11/12, 13/14
GRAPHITE
MSRP 64
COZYCHIC DISNEY CINDERELLA WRAP
DNWCC1480 / 06300

Q/S
PEARL
MSRP 138

COZYCHIC DISNEY PRINCESS WOMEN’S LOUNGE SET
DNWCC1452 / 06600

XS, S, M, L, XL
PEARL
MSRP 145
MALIBU COLLECTION DISNEY PRINCESS WOMEN’S LOUNGEWEAR SET
DNWMC1453 / 05700
XS, S, M, L, XL
HE-GRAY
MSRP 125

MALIBU COLLECTION DISNEY PRINCESS YOUTH PIPED LOUNGEWEAR SET
DNYMC1454 / 05000
6/7, 8/10, 12/14
HE-GRAY
MSRP 110

COZYCHIC DISNEY PRINCESS WOMEN’S SLIPPER
DNWCC1466 / 02600
S(5/6), M(7/8), L(9/10)
HE-GRAY
MSRP 58

COZYCHIC DISNEY PRINCESS YOUTH SLIPPER
DNYCC1468 / 02200
S(2/3), M(4/5), L(6/7)
HE-GRAY
MSRP 48

COZYCHIC DISNEY CINDERELLA BLANKET
DNHCC1505 / 06300
45" X 60"
PEARL
MSRP 138
244

COZYCHIC DISNEY TIARA BLANKET
DNHCC1459 / 03100
30” X 30”
BELLA PINK
MSRP 68

COZYCHIC DISNEY CROWN BLANKET
DNHCC1460 / 03100
30” X 30”
BLUEBELL
MSRP 68

COZYCHIC DISNEY TIARA PET SWEATER
DNPCC1461 / 02100
XS, S, M, L, XL
BELLA PINK
MSRP 45

COZYCHIC DISNEY CROWN PET SWEATER
DNPCC1462 / 02100
XS, S, M, L, XL
BLUEBELL
MSRP 45
COZYCHIC DISNEY BAMBI STROLLER BLANKET
DNBCC1566 / 04000
30" X 40"
LILY
MSRP 88

COZYCHIC DISNEY BAMBI BLANKET
DNHCC1565 / 06500
45" X 60"
LILY
MSRP 142

COZYCHIC DISNEY ARISTOCATS STROLLER BLANKET
DNBCC1529 / 03800
30" X 40"
WHITE
MSRP 84

DISNEY ARISTOCATS INFANT SET
DNBCU1743 / 05700
3-6M, 6-12M, 12-18M
WHITE
MSRP 125
COZYCHIC® THE LION KING DISNEY BLANKET
DNHCC1446 / 06300
45" X 60"
CREAM MULTI
MSRP 138

COZYCHIC® THE LION KING DISNEY SIMBA BUDDIE
DNKCC1433 / 02300
ONE SIZE
STONE MULTI
MSRP 50

COZYCHIC® TOY STORY THROW
DNHCT141 / 08200
54" X 72"
CELESTIAL BLUE
MSRP 180

COZYCHIC® TOY STORY STROLLER BLANKET
DNBCC1742 / 03500
30" X 40"
LIGHT GRAY MULTI
MSRP 78

COZYCHIC THE LION KING DISNEY THROW
DNHCC1431 / 08800
54" X 72"
STONE MULTI
MSRP 194

COZYCHIC THE LION KING STROLLER BLANKET
DNBCC1432 / 03500
30" X 40"
CREAM MULTI
MSRP 78

COZYCHIC THE LITTLE MERMAID TODDLER BLANKET
DNKCC20658 / 05400
35" X 45"
PEARL MULTI
MSRP 78
THE MANDALORIAN COZY
DNYCC1995 / 08500
ONE SIZE
GRAPHITE
MSRP 175

COZYCHIC THE MANDALORIAN THROW
DNYCC1997 / 06500
54” X 72”
CREAM / GRAPHITE
MSRP 104

THE MANDALORIAN YOUTH COZY
DNYCC1997 / 06500
ONE SIZE
THE MANDALORIAN GREEN
MSRP 145

540 541